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Abstract—Evolving dynamics of modern power systems caused by high penetration of renewable energy sources increased the risk of failures and outages due to declining power system inertia. Large-scale wind farms must participate in frequency control that respond optimally in due time and adaptively in case of detecting power imbalance in the grid. Existing research studies have shown interest on stepwise inertial control (SIC) on wind turbines (WTs). However, the adequate power increment and time duration of WTs using SIC are the key questions that have not yet been fully addressed. This paper proposes an intelligent learning-based control system for wind turbines participation in frequency control, as well as for mitigating negative effects of the SIC. Firstly, an appropriate optimization model for grid frequency control is defined. Then, the model is solved using lightning flash algorithm (LFA), imperialist competitive algorithm and particle swarm optimization to control the WTs in a wind farm. The obtained dataset by LFA are applied to an artificial neural network that is trained with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and LFA. The proposed control system optimally adjusts the power increment and duration time of participation for each WT in the farm. Analyses on a 100 MW wind farm integrated into the IEEE 9-bus system and experimental tests proved the efficacy of the proposed approach.

Index Terms—Artificial neural networks, optimal frequency control, intelligent control, stepwise inertial control, wind farm.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTEGRATION of renewable energy sources into the power system gradually phases out the traditional power plants [1-4]. However, high penetration of intermittent renewable resources with limited storage capabilities decreases the system inertia and jeopardizes the grid frequency stability [5]. A grid with large scale of non-synchronous generation penetration and low inertia is very vulnerable to the faults and disturbances that may cause under frequency trips, cascade failures and outages.

Variable speed wind turbines (WTs), classified in type-3 and 4, e.g., doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) and fully rated converter-based WTs are asynchronously connected to the grid via fast control power electronic converters. DFIGs as type-3 WT generators are the most common types and they are more efficient in power extraction than other types. They generally operate in the maximum power point tracking modes (MPPT) [6]. MPPT operation causes decoupling between the WTs and grid frequency so that they do not react to the frequency excursions. Early research showed that the WTs are capable of frequency participation using inertial control strategies [7-9].

The research on frequency participation of WTs is still in its early stages, since their inertial response is different from conventional power plants with more complicated control mechanism. The new grid codes request that wind farms must contribute to power system frequency control [10]. Upon occurring an active power imbalance in the grid, they can participate in grid frequency control using stepwise inertial control (SIC), in which WTs quickly increase their output powers and remain at over-production stage for a period of time [11-14]. The two very important questions arise therefore:

i. How much active power do the spinning WTs need to participate in frequency control?
ii. For how long each WT needs to participate in frequency control?

Although the transmission system operators have stipulated new grid codes, these two key questions have not been addressed for SIC schemes. In the SIC scheme, when a large frequency deviation occurs, output power of a WT should instantly increase which is followed by decrease of its rotor speed. To recover the rotor speed, the WT output power should only operate in the over-production mode within a limited time. The SIC over-production should then terminate to boost the rotor speed recovery. This termination event will cause a secondary frequency drop in the grid that may even worsen the system frequency excursion if adequate active power within a suitable time period has not been properly considered.

A proper control method needs to be developed to determine
how much power increment a WT should produce in a wind farm and for how long it should operate in different situations. The current research studies in the literature have not explicitly addressed these problems. Also, the majority of these studies are only on one single WT, while very few studies consider wind farm frequency control [15-18].

Performance of classical control methods on power and frequency control is limited by the highly non-linear characteristics of WTs [19,20] and the grid [21,22]. Instead, evolutionary computation methods can be developed to solve such complex problems [23,24]. Application of such methods on several power system problems have been studied [25-28].

Motivated by the above mentioned problems and research potentials, this paper is dealing with optimum frequency participation of wind farms using an intelligent-based control method. The main contributions of the paper are as follows:

1) Using the system frequency response analysis, power system frequency control is modeled as a function of WTs frequency participation. The proposed model incorporates power increment and duration time of a WT as an optimization function subject to the practical constraints.

2) The proposed model is solved using metaheuristic methods, e.g., Lightning Flash Algorithm (LFA) [29, 30], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [31] and Imperialist Competitive Algorithm (ICA) [32]. LFA shows a robust performance against different scenarios as it has the advantages of both swarm-based and evolutionary-based algorithms and the results confirm its desired functionality to handle the complex dynamical problems. As the practical implementation of LFA or other evolutionary methods may require longer computation time in presence of disturbances, the obtained accurate data package from LFA is sent to an artificial neural network (ANN) for training.

3) The SIC process is transformed into a Levenberg-Marquardt based and LFA based neural network to control the frequency participation of the wind farms in different uncertain conditions. The ANN is trained using the obtained data from LFA. The proposed control is tested and validated on the Western System Coordinating Council 9-bus test system and the experimental tests. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for wind farm frequency participation and provide important conclusions.

A brief outline of the paper is as follows. Section II presents the wind farm and SIC scheme. Frequency control from optimization perspective is presented in section III. Section IV contains the development of LFA and ANN on solving wind farm frequency control. Section V contains the simulation results on IEEE 9-bus system with a large-scale integrated wind farm and also the experimental tests on a wind integrated grid. The conclusion is drawn in section VI.

II. INERTIAL CONTROL CONCEPT

A. Wind farm principles

A wind farm is a group of inverter connected WTs to generate electricity from the wind. The total generated electric power of the wind farm is sum of the operating WTs,

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_{wi} = P_{WF} \]  

where \( P_{wi} \) and \( P_{WF} \) are the output power of the \( i \)-th WT and the total output power of the wind farm, respectively; \( n \) is the total number of WTs in the wind farm. The electric power output of each WT generator is converted from the extracted mechanical power,

\[ P_{wi} = \frac{1}{2} \rho \pi r_i^2 C_{pi}(\lambda_i, \beta_i) v_{wi}^3 \]  

where \( \rho \) is the air density; \( i \) is the index number of WT, \( r_i \) is the radius of \( i \)-th WT blades; \( v_{wi} \) is the wind speed flowing to the \( i \)-th WT. The blowing wind in the wind farm is considered as a vector containing different actual wind speeds on the site, hitting the WTs blades as \( v = [v_{w1}, \ldots, v_{wn}] \). The aerodynamic performance \( C_{pi} \) of a WT is presented as follows [37]:

\[ C_{pi}(\lambda_i, \beta_i) = 0.22 \left( \frac{116}{\lambda_i} - 0.4 \beta_i - 5 \right) e^{-\frac{12.5}{\beta_i}} \]  

where it depends on the tip-speed ratio \( \lambda_i \) and the pitch angle \( \beta_i \).

\[ \lambda_{si} = \frac{1}{\lambda_i + 0.08 \beta_i - \frac{0.035}{\beta_i}} \]  

\[ \lambda_i = \frac{r_i \omega_{wi}}{v_{wi}} \]  

where \( \omega_{wi} \) is the rotor speed of the \( i \)-th WT. The maximum aerodynamic performance \( C_{pi}(\lambda_i, \beta_i) \) of the WT appears when \( \beta_i=0 \) as shown in Fig. 1. At an operative pitch angle, there exists an optimal value of rotor speed under a given wind speed.

![Fig. 1. Aerodynamic performance of a WT as a function of \( \lambda_i \) and \( \beta_i \) (a) as a function of \( v_{wi} \) and \( \omega_{wi} \) when \( \beta_i=0 \).](image)

Under normal operations, the spinning WTs operate with maximum performance on MPPT mode with the output power:

\[ P_{MPPT}(\omega_{wi}) = k_{mp} \omega_{wi}^3 \]  

where \( k_{mp} \) is the coefficient of MPPT curve of the turbine.

B. SIC principles

Upon occurrence of a power imbalance such as abrupt load demand or loss of generation, the power system frequency drops. A renewable connected grid has low inertia in which severe frequency drop may cause trip of under frequency relays, cascade failures or even blackouts if not controlled immediately. The frequency excursion can be arrested if the connected wind farms participate in frequency control. To do that, the wind farm should step up its output power and remain in over-production stage for a limited time to compensate the power imbalance in the grid. Then, it should terminate to initiate recovery process of the rotor speed. The inertia response of WTs is naturally energy neutral. It means that the period of over-production is followed by a power decay and lastly a recovery process to return back to its equilibrium. These
stages are shown in Fig. 2 and expressed as follows:

A-B: the WT is working with its nominal rotor speed ($\omega_0$) and electric power output $P_e$. Upon observing a power imbalance in the grid, its output power increases with a step-up power increment value of $\Delta P_f$.

B-C: the WT remains in over-production stage with output of $P_e + \Delta P_f$ to compensate the power imbalance. However, as the output power is larger than the mechanical input, the rotor speed decreases. The process must terminate before over-deceleration to avoid the consequent rotor stall event. The SIC terminates at the termination time of $t_{off}$. The rotor speed at this time is $\omega_{off}$.

C-D: output power falls with the magnitude of $\Delta P_{off}$ and it is switched to the MPPT mode. This termination causes an adverse power imbalance in the system that imposes a secondary frequency drop in the grid. This secondary frequency drop may even have a larger frequency nadir if proper precautions on power increment ($\Delta P_f$) and an adequate termination time ($t_{off}$) of SIC have not been applied.

D-A: The rotor speed recovers along the MPPT trajectory to accelerate from $\omega_{off}$ to the normal working point $\omega_0$ in a time range of $t_{off}$ to $t_{end}$.

C. SIC formulation

Proper inertial control of a wind farm requires understanding of properties of each wind turbine parameters such as rotor speed, power increment contribution and duration of their participations. The following equations can describe the inertial control properties of $i$-th WT in a wind farm where a power imbalance occurs at $t_0=0$.

The step-up power increment (A-B) can be defined using swing equation,

$$2H_{wi,j} \frac{d\omega}{dt} = P_{m,j} - P_{e,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $H_{wi,j}$ refers to the wind turbine inertial constant. $P_{m,j}$, $P_{e,j}$ are the mechanical input and the electric power output of the WT, respectively. Integration of the swing equation during over-production stage (B-C) determines the termination time and the rotor speed, where the electric power output is $P_{e,j} + \Delta P_{f,j}$.

$$\int_{\omega_{off,j}}^{\omega_{opt,j}} 2H_{wi,j} \frac{d\omega}{dt} \, d\omega = \int_{0}^{t_{off,j}} dt = t_{off,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Solving this complex nonlinear integration can be achieved using Riemann Sum:

$$\lim_{\Delta \omega \to 0} \sum_{i=0}^{N} P_{e,j}(\omega_{i,j}) - (P_{e,j} + \Delta P_{f,j}) \Delta\omega_i = t_{off,j} \forall \omega_{i,j} \in [\omega_{off,j}, \omega_{opt,j}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Obtaining the rotor speed $\omega_{off,j}$ at the termination time leads to obtaining the power drop of WT at the termination (C-D):

$$\Delta P_{off,j} = (P_{e,j} + \Delta P_{f,j}) - P_{MPPT}(\omega_{off,j})$$

$$= (P_{e,j} + \Delta P_{f,j}) - k_{r,j}\omega_{off,j}^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The recovery stage (D-A) of the turbine follows the MPPT trajectory in which we have:

$$P_{r,j}(t) = P_{MPPT}(\omega_{opt,j}) = k_{r,j}\omega_{opt,j}^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Instead of dealing with the cubic recovery function shown in (D-A), a rather piecewise function can be used as shown in Fig. 2(b). This simplification effectively mitigates the computation time when considering numerous WTs in a wind farm. Also, it has a negligible effect on the amplitude of secondary frequency nadir and the termination time. Another advantage is that by using the real cubic function (D-A), when the rotor speed approaches the working point A, the denominator in (8) will be very small and the integration goes to a very high value. Therefore, the Riemann Sum with the piecewise function avoids such miscalculation.

$$P_{r,j}(t) = \begin{cases} P_{e,j} + \Delta P_{f,j} - \Delta P_{off,j} + k_{r,j}(t-t_{off,j})t_{off,j} & t \leq t_{end,j} \\ P_{e,j} & t > t_{end,j} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $k_{r,j}$ is the slope of the piecewise function at $t = t_{off,j}$. At this time, the WT rotor speed is $\omega_{off,j}$ and it is working in the MPPT mode,

$$k_{r,j} = \frac{\frac{dP_{MPPT}}{dt}}{\frac{d\omega}{dt}} = \frac{\frac{dP_{MPPT}}{dt}}{\frac{d\omega}{dt}} = \frac{3k_{r,j}\omega_{off,j}^2}{2H_{wi,j}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Using (7) we have,

$$\frac{d\omega}{dt} \bigg|_{t=t_{end,j}} = \frac{P_{mp,j}(\omega_{off,j}) - P_{off,j}}{2H_{wi,j}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Substituting (14) into (13), $k_{r,j}$ is obtained,

$$k_{r,j} = \frac{3k_{r,j}\omega_{off,j}^2}{2H_{wi,j}} P_{mp,j}(\omega_{off,j}) - P_{off,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

The rotor speed of turbine $i$, $\omega_{off,j}$ at the termination time is calculated as follows:

$$\omega_{off,j} = \frac{3k_{r,j}\omega_{off,j}^2}{k_{r,j}} t_{off,j} + P_{off,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

In this paper, a two-piecewise function is used for recovery approximation. Piecewise function of two and more segments has the least effect on the final solution as shown in Fig. 3.
III. OPTIMIZATION MODELING

From the system frequency response (SFR) perspective, a power disturbance in the grid causes fluctuations in frequency [33]. This is studied using a reduced order SFR shown in Fig. 4.

Different power changes occur in the grid. The grid power imbalance \( \Delta P_L \) will be followed by SIC step-up power increment of the WTs, \( \Delta P_f \). This power mitigation is shown in Fig. 4(a) as \( \Delta P_f - \Delta P_L \). Another abrupt power change is when the SIC termination occurs, shown in Fig. 4(b). The recovery stage of the WTs has a ramp form as shown in Fig. 4(c).

As the SFR is a linear system [33], superposition of multiple inputs is valid [34]. The total superposition of these power changes is shown in Fig. 4(d). Their corresponding frequency response waveforms are respectively illustrated on the right hand side of Fig. 4.

These changes and their frequency responses can be obtained by Laplace transform of the inputs and the inverse Laplace transform of the output. Therefore, we have,

\[
\Delta f = L^{-1}\left\{ L\left(\Delta P_{vi} + \Delta P_{vi} + \Delta P_{vi}\right) \left(\frac{RO^2}{D_j + K_m}\right) \left(1 + T_s s \right) \Omega_2 \right\}
\]

where

\[
\Delta P_i = \Delta P_f - \Delta P_e e(t) ; \Delta P_i = -\Delta P_{off} e(t - t_{off})
\]

\[
\Delta P_i = e(t - t_{off})k_i(t - t_{off}) - e(t - t_{end})k_i(t - t_{end})
\]

\[
\Omega_2 = \frac{D_j + K_m}{2H_s R_f}
\]

\[
\zeta = \frac{2H_s R_f + \left(D_j + K_m F_n T_s T_f\right)}{2\left(D_j + K_m\right)} \Omega_2
\]

\[D_j\text{ is the damping factor; } R\text{ shows the regulation factor of the governor; } K_m\text{ refers to the mechanical power gain factor; } F_n\text{ is the fraction of total power generated by the HP turbine; } P_m\text{ is the turbine mechanical power; } H_s\text{ is the system inertia constant; the reheat time constant is shown with } T_R\text{ [33]. The frequency deviation } \Delta f \text{ is continuous and according to Lerch’s theorem, distinct continuous functions on } [0, \infty) \text{ have distinct Laplace transform which means working with continuous functions on } [0, \infty), \text{ then the inverse Laplace transform is uniquely defined [35]. Also, } L^{-1} \text{ is a linear operator. Therefore, the Inverse Laplace transform in (17) exists. By solving (17), the corresponding frequency deviation in the grid is as follows:}
\]

\[
\Delta f(t) = \Delta f_1 + \Delta f_2 + \Delta f_3
\]

where \(h(t)\) and \(c(t)\) are the time domain step-unit and the ramp-unit functions of the SFR.

\[
h(t) = r\left[1 + a e^{-\Omega_2 t} \sin(\Omega_1 t + \phi)\right]
\]

\[
c(t) = rt - \frac{r\alpha}{\zeta^2 \Omega_2^2 + \Omega_3^2} e^{-\Omega_2 t} \left[\Omega_2 \sin(\Omega_1 t + \phi) \right]
\]

\[
+ \Omega_2 \cos(\Omega_1 t + \phi) + \frac{r\alpha}{\zeta^2 \Omega_2^2 + \Omega_3^2} \left[\Omega_2 \sin(\phi + \Omega_2 \cos(\phi)\right]
\]

where

\[
r = \frac{R}{D_j + K_m}
\]

\[
\alpha = \sqrt{1 - 2T_s \Omega_n T_f \Omega_3^2}
\]

\[
\Omega_n = \Omega_n \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2}
\]

\[
\phi = \arctan\left(\frac{\Omega_n T_f}{1 - \Omega_n \Omega_3}\right) - \arctan\left(\frac{\sqrt{1 - \zeta^2}}{\zeta}\right)
\]

\(\Omega_1, \Omega_2, \Omega_n\) are the undamped and damped natural frequencies of the system, respectively. \(\zeta\) is the damping ratio of the system. \(\phi, \phi_1, \phi_2\) are the mathematical presentations for simplicity.

The objective of wind farm inertial response is to minimize the frequency drop in the grid with optimum participation. Therefore, the objective function (OF) is presented as follows:

\[
OF = \min \left[\frac{\Delta P_f - \Delta P_e e(t) h(t) - \Delta P_{off} e(t - t_{off}) h(t - t_{off})}{c(t - t_{off}) k_c (t - t_{end})} \right]
\]

As the wind farm contains \(n\) number of operating WTs, \(\Delta P_f = [\Delta P_{f1}, \ldots, \Delta P_{fn}]\); \(t_{off} = [t_{off1}, \ldots, t_{offn}]\), so the objective function is an \(n\)-dimension problem with \(2n\) variables to be adjusted.

The WTs in the wind farm can participate in the inertial control as soon as the power imbalance is sensed. Their overproduction will continue for a limited time no less than the time of first frequency nadir (\(t_{nl}\)). This is because if a WT inertial control terminates before this time, the sudden power drop of that turbine will give adverse effect on the frequency excursion and worsens the frequency nadir. Therefore, a time constraint of the termination time is

\[t_{off} > t_{nl}\]

The first frequency nadir occurs due to the power disturbance in the grid as also shown in Fig. 4(a). The disturbance input to the SFR is a step function \(\left(\Delta P_f - \Delta P_L\right)/s\). By using the Laplace-domain analysis, the output of SFR is:

\[
\Delta f_i = \left(\frac{RO^2}{D_j + K_m}\right) \frac{\left(1 + T_s s\right) \left(\Delta P_f - \Delta P_L\right)}{s^2 + 2\Omega_2 s + \Omega_2^2}
\]

The time domain form of (30) can be obtained by inverse Laplace transform,

\[
\Delta f_i(t) = (\Delta P_f - \Delta P_L) h(t)
\]

The time of first frequency nadir (\(t_{nl}\)) can be calculated for which the slope of frequency deviation becomes zero:
\[
\frac{d\Delta f}{dt} = \frac{\alpha \Omega_r R (\Delta P_f - \Delta P_{c})}{D R + K_n} e^{-\beta t} \sin(\Omega_t + \phi_t) = 0
\] (32)

To satisfy (32), \( \Omega_t + \phi_t = n\pi \). Substituting \( \phi_t \) from (27) into (32), the time when \( t_{on} \) occurs is as follows:

\[
t_{on} = \frac{1}{\Omega_t} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\Omega T_p R}{2 \Omega T_p R - 1} \right)
\] (33)

The time of first frequency nadir is only a function of power system parameters and it occurs at the same time for all disturbances. \( t_{on} \) is independent of magnitude of disturbances.

Also, the rotor speed decelerates during frequency participation. When the rotor speed goes less than its threshold, the mechanical turbine stalling occurs and it is disconnected from the grid. The sudden stall is a power loss with serious frequency deviation. To avoid mechanical rotor stall, the SIC should terminate before speed drops less than the threshold. The operating rotor speed range for DIFG WTs is usually between 0.7 and 1.2 pu.

\[
\omega_{op} (\Delta P_f, t_{on}) \geq \omega_{\text{min}}
\] (34)

Mandatory frequency response in grid codes like that of U.K. is needed to maintain the frequency within statutory (49.5Hz - 50.5Hz) and operational limits (49.8Hz-50.2Hz) \[10,13,38-39\]. The magnitude of frequency drop should not be larger than an acceptable margin, otherwise the under-frequency load shading operates. Therefore, the SIC process must result in a better frequency response than the cases without WTs participations.

\[
\Delta f(t, \Delta P_f, t_{on}) \geq \max(\Delta f_{\text{min}}, -0.5)
\] (35)

The formulated practical constraints in (29), (34) and (35) are applied on the objective function (28).

IV. CONTROL METHOD

Considering different locations, geographic of the wind farm, types of turbines and wind direction, each WT may have a different wind speed, hence producing different powers. The objective is to adjust the best magnitudes of power increments and the duration of the inertial control action on each WT to minimize the frequency drop in the grid.

Due to the large curse of dimensionality and complexity of the problems, application of classical methods may not be feasible. Instead, evolutionary computation is required to analyze the collected data of the farm and set the best adjustments on each WT to arrest the frequency deviation.

The question is that when a power imbalance occurs, how much power each turbine should overproduce and for how long they should operate to minimize the frequency drop, all subject to the practical intermittencies and constraints. This paper uses an intelligent learning-based system to solve this problem and ensure high efficiency of large-scale wind farm participation in the grid frequency control.

ANNs are very efficient in solving the nonlinear and complex problems which are difficult to solve by conventional methods. ANNs require abundant and reliable input-output data to be trained and provide an intelligent learning-based control. LFA is applied on the modeled objective function for different scenarios subject to the practical constraints. The solution of LFA is a data package that includes different wind speeds, power imbalances, WTs optimum power increments and termination times. The data from LFA is applied on a designed Feedforward backpropagation ANN. The structure of the intelligent-based control system is shown in Fig. 5 and it is applied in a wind farm on the control loop of rotor side converters shown in Fig. 2(c). The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm \[36\] and in other cases, LFA is used for training the ANN as besides the reliability, it has a fast convergence in few epochs to obtain the correct outputs with less errors.

The network has an input layer with three nodes, a hidden layer with ten nodes and an output layer with two nodes. The hidden layer uses sigmoid transfer functions to the sum of the outputs of its nodes. The output layer employs linear function.

Pitch angle, power imbalance and wind speed are the input of ANN. LFA calculates a big data package of optimum SIC adjustment outputs corresponding to different realistic inputs.

Fig. 5. Feedforward backpropagation-type ANN with LFA for intelligent-based inertial control of WTs with offline learning and online immediate response.

The error between the desired outputs and the predicted output of the network is calculated using mean square error (MSE) value as defined:

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (T_i - P_i)^2
\] (36)

where \( m \) is the number of samples, \( T \) is the target or desired output values obtained by LFA, \( P \) is the predicted output values by ANN. The weights between the input-hidden layer and hidden layer-output layer are updated to minimize the error. The adjusted network can then be used as a reliable and accurate practical control system.

LFA \[29,30\], has the benefits of both swarm based and evolutionary algorithms in which makes it a suitable tool to handle dynamics of the non-smooth frequency objective function. Also, the searching capability of this method is another feature that gives more reliability in the global optimum searching. This method involves four stages of developments. First, the ionized charge particles are created in the atmosphere and then they move downward toward the ground in different lightning branches by following a high potential charge particle as the leading particle of that branch. During natural resting time of the lightning. The leading charge particles accumulate their own charge particles and make unified large charge particles. Finally, the created ball of charge particles will jump into different directions with a portion of a critical distance. The critical distance is the measured distance
between the leading charge particle and the worst charge particle of a branch. These steps are formulated in (37)-(42).

\[ X = X_{\text{min}} + u \times (X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{min}}) \]  
(37)

\[ J_y(t) = w \times J_y(t-1) + C_t \times u \times (X_i(t-1) - X_y(t-1)) \]  
(38)

\[ \bar{X}_y(t) = \bar{J}_y(t) + \bar{X}_y(t-1) \]  
(39)

\[ D_i = (\bar{X}_i(t-1)) - (\bar{X}_y(t-1)) \]  
(40)

\[ \bar{X}_y(t) = \bar{X}_y(t-1) + u \times D_i \times \alpha_j \]  
(41)

\[ \bar{X}_y(t) = \bar{X}_y(t-1) + u \times D_i \times \alpha_j \]  
(42)

where \( X_{\text{min}} \) and \( X_{\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum limits on the objective variables, i.e., \( t_{\text{off}} \) and \( \Delta P_c \); \( u \) is the random creation of the agents of the LFA. \( J_y \) refers to the jumping value of \( j \)-th charge particle of the \( i \)-th leader; \( w \) shows the inertia of the charge particles flowing in the atmosphere; \( C_t \) shows that all the charges of a lightning branch can follow the stepped leader of that branch. \( \bar{X}_y \) and \( \bar{X}_i \) are the variable of charge \( j \) of leader \( i \), and the stepped leader of the branch \( i \), respectively. The critical distance \( D_i \) is the measured distance between the worst charge and the stepped leader in the lightning branch \( i \) where \( \bar{X}_y \) refers to worst charge in that channel; \( \alpha_j \) is the speed of the lightning branch.

The algorithm collects the data in the control room and sends the output signals to the corresponding WTs in the farm. The data analyses and control commands of the wind farm under supervision of LFA can either operate in centralized or the decentralized control systems. Pseudo-code of LFA for SIC of the wind farm is shown in Algorithm 1. Two important parameters of SIC are \( \Delta P_c \) and \( t_{\text{off}} \). Obtaining these two parameters lead to optimal control of WTs.

Therefore, the output layer of a neural network can include two neurons. The amount of hidden layer may depend on the dimension of a problem, amount of data, required accuracy, etc. To make a reliable yet simple approximation, seven to ten neurons are considered in this paper.

### Algorithm 1 Frequency participation of wind farm using LFA

**Input:** WT, system and LFA parameters

**Output:** \( \text{t}_{\text{off}} \) and \( \Delta P_c \)

1. initialize the population at \( K=0 \)
   while \( j=1, N_{\text{lightning}} \)
   \( \text{t}_{\text{off}}[j]\): initial value
   \( \Delta P_c[j]=0 \)
   \( X[0]=0 \)
   \( \text{for } i=1, N_{\text{branch}} \)
   \( \text{if } F(t_{\text{off}}[0])<F(t_{\text{off}}[i]) \)
   \( x_{i,n}[0]=x_{i,n}[K] \)
   \( x_{i,n}[K+1]=x_{i,n}[K] \)
   else \( x_{i,n}[K+1]=x_{i,n}^\text{off}[K] \)
   end if
   end for
   \( K=K+1 \)
   end while
   2. \( \text{while } K<K_{\text{max}} \)
   \( \text{for } j=1, N_{\text{lightning}} \)
   \( \text{for } i=1, N_{\text{branch}} \)
   \( \Delta P_c[i]=\text{abs}(F(t_{\text{off}}[0])-F(t_{\text{off}}[i])) \)
   end for
   \( X[0]=x_{i,n} \quad \text{&} \quad x_{i,n}[0]\in [0,0] \)
   end while
   3. \( \text{print } x_{i,n}[K_{\text{max}}] \)
   end for

The input layer receives the important dynamic variables, pitch angle \( \beta \), power imbalance disturbance \( \Delta P_c \), and the wind speed at the WT \( v_\text{w} \). By applying the inputs, the weighted sum of the hidden layer is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
v_{10}^{ij} \\
v_{11}^{ij} \\
\vdots \\
v_{1N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
w_{10}^{ij} & w_{12}^{ij} & \cdots & w_{1N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij} \\
w_{20}^{ij} & w_{22}^{ij} & \cdots & w_{2N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
w_{N_{\text{branch}}0}^{ij} & w_{N_{\text{branch}}2}^{ij} & \cdots & w_{N_{\text{branch}}N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_{1}^{ij} \\
x_{2}^{ij} \\
\vdots \\
x_{N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij}
\end{bmatrix} + B^{ij}
\]  
(43)

where \( v_{10}^{ij} \) is the weighted sum of output node in the first layer after the input layer. \( w_{ij} \) is the weight between the input node \( j \) and hidden layer node \( i \). \( B^{ij} \) is the bias value of node \( i \) of the hidden layer. The input data of the ANN is presented by \( x \).

The output of the nodes at hidden layer is calculated by an activation function \( \theta(.) \) which determines behavior of the node.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
y_{10}^{ij} \\
y_{11}^{ij} \\
\vdots \\
y_{1N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\theta(v_{10}^{ij}) \\
\theta(v_{11}^{ij}) \\
\vdots \\
\theta(v_{1N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij})
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
(44)

where \( y_{10}^{ij} \) is the output from the corresponding node \( i \) of the hidden layer. In a similar manner the weighted sum of the next layer which is the output layer is calculated:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
y_{10}^{ij} \\
y_{11}^{ij} \\
\vdots \\
y_{1N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
w_{10}^{ij} & \cdots & w_{1N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij} \\
w_{20}^{ij} & \cdots & w_{2N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
w_{N_{\text{branch}}0}^{ij} & \cdots & w_{N_{\text{branch}}N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
y_{1}^{ij} \\
y_{2}^{ij} \\
\vdots \\
y_{N_{\text{branch}}}^{ij}
\end{bmatrix} + B^{ij}
\]  
(45)

where \( y_{10}^{ij} \) is the weighted sum of output node \( i \) in the output layer. \( w_{ij}^{ij} \) is the weight between the node \( j \) of hidden layer and node \( i \) of output layer. \( b_{ij}^{ij} \) is the bias value of node \( i \) of the output layer. \( y_{10}^{ij} \), \( y_{11}^{ij} \) are the output of the ANN that represent increment power \( \Delta P_c \), and the termination time \( t_{\text{off}} \).

The set of input-output data is applied to the ANN for the purpose of training and testing. The difference between the actual output data, \( T \) and the approximated output of ANN, \( P \) (i.e., \( y_{10}^{ij} \)) defines an error that can be used as an optimization function shown in (36).

The problem of WT inertial control can be transformed into the problem of finding the desired set of ANN weight parameters \( W^{(1)}, W^{(2)} \) and bias values \( B^{(1)}, B^{(2)} \). The adequate adjustment of these parameters leads to a proper approximation.
of SIC. Optimal weight adjustment of the ANN can be achieved using either Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm or LFA method. Both approaches are used and presented in the paper.

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS

A large-scale 100 MW wind farm is integrated into the IEEE 9-bus test system. This test system is particularly suitable for testing novel concepts of power system monitoring, protection and control and has been used since it has been firstly published in [48], Chapter 2.10. Parameters of this test system are today online available, for example using the link [49].

Detailed models of synchronous generators can be also found in [48], Chapters 4 (full-scale detailed model) and 6 (linearized model). Models of the excitation system and governor control are given in Chapters 7 and 10, respectively. Models of synchronous generators can be also found in [50].

As shown in Fig. 6, the wind farm considered in our paper has 20 units of 5 MW DFIG WTs. It was connected to the grid at the bus in which Load 2 (L2) is connected. In the Appendix, some parameters and information about the state of the generators and DFIG are given. A more comprehensive information about the system parameters can be found in [49]. DFIGs were modelled using their full and detailed models [51]. The entire dynamic simulation of the IEEE 9-bus test system was undertaken using DiGILENT PowerFactory software package [52].

To draw a realistic analysis, the wind farm is operating below rated power while different scenarios are investigated. Different stochastic wind speeds and severe power disturbances are applied to the system to evaluate the performance of the wind farm under the learning-based LFA supervision and ANN prediction. The wind farm is connected to the grid as P-V node to control the active power and voltage at the connection node.

Fig. 6. Large-scale grid connected wind farm in IEEE 9-bus system.

A. Case one

In this case, the wind farm is considered as an aggregated model with one equivalent WT. The average wind speed value is 10m/s and L3 increases by 35% (35MW) at \( t_{off} = 0 \) s. SIC is triggered at the same time. Fig. 7 shows the successful frequency control with the provided solutions using LFA in 100 trials. The results of proposed method are compared with the existing SIC scheme explained in literature [40], [41], the modified SIC [42] and SIC temporary over-production (TOP) method [43] shown in Fig. 8. The grid frequency using the proposed control method is better and safer than other quoted methods in literature. Adequate value of power increment \( \Delta P_f \) has boosted the system’s critical frequency nadir to an optimum and much safer operational value as shown in Fig. 8 (a). Finding the best value of power increment \( \Delta P_f \) alone is not enough to operate the frequency control of a wind turbine. With the obtained value of power increment, different termination times would result in different frequency excursions in which some may lead to system failure. The best termination time has been obtained as the final frequency control is optimum, shown in Fig. 8 (b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \Delta P_f (\text{pu}) )</th>
<th>( \nu_{\text{L3}} (\text{m/s}) )</th>
<th>0.1 pu</th>
<th>0.35 pu</th>
<th>0.65 pu</th>
<th>1 pu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LFA</td>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>LFA</td>
<td>PSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 m/s ( t_{off} ) ( \Delta P_f ) ( \Delta f_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>6.6515</td>
<td>6.8192</td>
<td>6.6511</td>
<td>6.6566</td>
<td>6.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.037543</td>
<td>0.037226</td>
<td>0.037545</td>
<td>0.1315</td>
<td>0.11282</td>
<td>0.13152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.27607</td>
<td>0.2775</td>
<td>0.27607</td>
<td>0.27931</td>
<td>0.2795</td>
<td>0.27928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.0282</td>
<td>0.2809</td>
<td>0.28012</td>
<td>0.12883</td>
<td>0.12869</td>
<td>0.12886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 m/s ( t_{off} ) ( \Delta P_f ) ( \Delta f_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>6.6906</td>
<td>6.7126</td>
<td>6.6751</td>
<td>6.6921</td>
<td>6.7027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03659</td>
<td>0.036446</td>
<td>0.036624</td>
<td>0.27931</td>
<td>0.2795</td>
<td>0.27928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.28028</td>
<td>0.2809</td>
<td>0.28012</td>
<td>0.12883</td>
<td>0.12869</td>
<td>0.12886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 m/s ( t_{off} ) ( \Delta P_f ) ( \Delta f_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>6.6931</td>
<td>6.4269</td>
<td>6.6929</td>
<td>6.7334</td>
<td>6.7424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03572</td>
<td>0.03535</td>
<td>0.035718</td>
<td>0.2824</td>
<td>0.2849</td>
<td>0.28242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.28413</td>
<td>0.2867</td>
<td>0.28413</td>
<td>0.12402</td>
<td>0.12342</td>
<td>0.12399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 m/s ( t_{off} ) ( \Delta P_f ) ( \Delta f_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>6.7044</td>
<td>6.6313</td>
<td>6.7025</td>
<td>6.7728</td>
<td>6.7554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.034781</td>
<td>0.0348</td>
<td>0.034785</td>
<td>0.28546</td>
<td>0.2861</td>
<td>0.28541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2882</td>
<td>0.2901</td>
<td>0.2882</td>
<td>0.28546</td>
<td>0.2861</td>
<td>0.28541</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Successful frequency response in 100 different trials using LFA.

(a) Grid frequency response using proposed control method.

(b) Effect of different \( t_{off} \) and fixed \( \Delta P_f \) and the successful performance of LFA with optimum frequency response.

Fig. 8. Accurate performance of LFA with optimum frequency response in the power grid, \( \nu_{\text{L3}} = 10 \text{m/s}, \Delta P_f = 0.35 \text{pu} \)

It can be seen that the inertial control power increment and the termination time must be obtained simultaneously to ensure a safe, feasible and optimum power system frequency control using wind power, otherwise, the system without inertial...
control or with improper control adjustments may lead to undesired transients.

![Image](48x56 to 55x147)

**Fig. 9.** Rotor speed during grid frequency control.

![Image](49x505 to 55x619)

**Fig. 10.** Stable voltage profile of the system.

The results of LFA are also compared with finely tuned PSO and ICA as shown in Table I. The parameter settings of these methods can be found in the Appendix. Also, the maximum available power tracking is sufficient to suppress the resonance in a two-mass WT [47]. Once the machine operates in transient grid frequency control, it recovers back to its nominal MPPT mode, faster than other methods that indicates having less stress duration on WT. The mechanical rotor speed recovery is shown in Fig. 9. Besides stable grid frequency, the voltage of the entire system also remains stable as depicted in Fig. 10.

**B. Case two**

In this case, it is assumed that the wind field in front of the aggregated WT is turbulent and the wind speed could be different after several seconds during SIC process. The wind could be either constant, increasing or decreasing during inertial control. Fixed wind speed was studied in case study A.

**Wind speed increases:** WT is working at 10 m/s where a large disturbance of 0.35 p.u. occurs at t=100s. The SIC is triggered. However, during inertial control process, the wind speed suddenly changes from 10 to 11 m/s at t=103s. The performance of SIC scheme and effect of the wind increase is shown in Fig. 11. Generally, wind speed increase during SIC inherently boosts the second frequency nadir because larger wind speed means less mechanical power with less available kinetic energy. This effect is shown in green color in the figure. Hence, wind speed increase during SIC is beneficial to the process. An intelligent-based controller such as what has been discussed in this paper, can utilize this phenomenon and readjust the WT with the change. Readjustment occurs by adjusting new power increment and/or termination time against the change. This action has been presented by solid blue line.

![Image](315x650 to 322x742)

**Fig. 11.** Effect of sudden change in wind speed during inertial control.

![Image](325x392 to 331x482)

**Fig. 12.** Effect of sudden decrease in wind speed during inertial control.

![Image](330x101 to 335x191)

**Fig. 13.** Effect of wind drop on frequency control during SIC.

![Image](336x655 to 542x736)

**Fig. 14.** Wind speed at each WT prior to the power imbalance in case one.

![Image](343x150 to 554x188)

**Table II. Optimum power increment and termination time of WTs with different wind profiles using the proposed intelligent system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WT No.</th>
<th>( \Delta P_f ) (pu)</th>
<th>( t_{off} ) (sec.)</th>
<th>WT No.</th>
<th>( \Delta P_f ) (pu)</th>
<th>( t_{off} ) (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0338</td>
<td>5.6696</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
<td>5.2819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0347</td>
<td>5.7786</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0348</td>
<td>6.3012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wind speed decreases:** A large disturbance of 35 MW occurs at t=100s. During SIC process, the wind speed decreases from 10 to 9 m/s at t=103s. The performance of SIC scheme and effect of the wind decrease is shown in Fig. 12. Wind speed decrease during SIC pulls down the secondary frequency nadir as smaller wind speed means less mechanical power with less available kinetic energy. This effect is shown in green color in the figure. The intelligent-based controller readjusts the power increment and/or termination time against the changes. The result of this action has been presented by solid blue line. Similar event is shown in Fig. 13 when wind changes from 9 to 8 m/s. Other control methods resulted in worsen grid frequency while the proposed method provided a safer frequency arrest.

![Image](351x655 to 360x683)

**Fig. 15 (a).** The overall frequency participation of all WTs are shown at time of disturbance as well as without using the proposed method. A large disturbance of 35 MW occurs at t=100s. During SIC process, the wind speed decrease from 10 to 9 m/s at t=103s. The performance of SIC scheme and effect of the wind decrease is shown in Fig. 12. Wind speed decrease during SIC pulls down the secondary frequency nadir as smaller wind speed means less mechanical power with less available kinetic energy. This effect is shown in green color in the figure. The intelligent-based controller readjusts the power increment and/or termination time against the changes. The result of this action has been presented by solid blue line. Similar event is shown in Fig. 13 when wind changes from 9 to 8 m/s. Other control methods resulted in worsen grid frequency while the proposed method provided a safer frequency arrest.

In this case, the wind farm is considered as a group of WTs. A large 0.1 p.u. disturbance occurs at t=0s. Wind farm operates under a stochastic wind profile at the time of disturbance as shown in Fig. 14. Once the disturbance occurs, the frequency deviates away from its nominal value. LFA calculates the best adjustments for each WT in the farm to participate in frequency control. The algorithm finds the best overproduction power and the duration time of production for each WT based on their operating conditions. The results are shown in Table II. The imposed frequency effects caused by each WT are shown in Fig. 15 (a). The overall frequency participation of all WTs are summed up as the output of the wind farm as shown in Fig. 15 (b). It can be seen that power grid frequency using the intelligent-based control has significantly much safer and better frequency excursion than without using the proposed method.
control system is shown in Fig. 17. The test set error and the validation set error have similar characteristics, the final mean square errors are small, showing acceptable performance of the control system. It is also feasible to update the weight parameters of the ANN using LFA itself. Considering (36) as the fitness function, LFA is converged as shown in Fig. 18. The weight updated ANN has been adequately trained (Fig. 19) with a desired performance in controlling the wind farm frequency control as some results are shown in Figs. 20. The wind farm participation using proposed intelligent-based control method results in better grid frequency control than the compared methods in literature. Fig. 21 shows the desirable performance of ANN for approximating the proper inertial control values of power increment and termination time of WTs.

D. Case four

Participation of the wind farm in grid frequency control in presence of intermittent wind and a fixed power imbalance showed successful performance of the wind farm using the supervised LFA. Here, different power imbalances are applied to the grid to study the efficacy of the wind farm frequency participation using the proposed system. The intermittent wind in Fig. 14 as well as different large scale and serious power imbalances of 0.1 pu, 0.35 pu, 0.65 pu and 1.0 pu are applied. LFA calculates the best power increment and the duration of participation for each WT. The wind farm power output results in much safer and reliable grid frequency control as shown in Fig. 16.

The results also demonstrate that regardless of wind intermittency or power imbalance in the grid, by applying the proposed algorithm in wind farm frequency control and participation, the grid frequency control will be much better.

To achieve a real time intelligent control system, the ANN is used. A large scale input/output data package is supervised by LFA to train the Levenberg-Marquardt ANN. The input $\Delta P_f$ is a 20*1 vector of {0.05, 0.1, ..., 1} p.u. The wind speed $v_w$ is a 38*1 vector of different wind speeds {8, 8.1, 8.2, ..., 11.7} m/s. Total 760 samples were obtained from LFA in which 70% of them were used in random selection to train the ANN, 15% were used to validate and 15% of the samples were used to test the proposed control system. The performance of the proposed control system is shown in Fig. 17. The test set error and the validation set error have similar characteristics, the final mean square errors are small, showing acceptable performance of the control system. It is also feasible to update the weight parameters of the ANN using LFA itself. Considering (36) as the fitness function, LFA is converged as shown in Fig. 18. The weight updated ANN has been adequately trained (Fig. 19) with a desired performance in controlling the wind farm frequency control as some results are shown in Figs. 20. The wind farm participation using proposed intelligent-based control method results in better grid frequency control than the compared methods in literature. Fig. 21 shows the desirable performance of ANN for approximating the proper inertial control values of power increment and termination time of WTs.

D. Case four

Participation of the wind farm in grid frequency control in presence of intermittent wind and a fixed power imbalance showed successful performance of the wind farm using the supervised LFA. Here, different power imbalances are applied to the grid to study the efficacy of the wind farm frequency participation using the proposed system. The intermittent wind in Fig. 14 as well as different large scale and serious power imbalances of 0.1 pu, 0.35 pu, 0.65 pu and 1.0 pu are applied. LFA calculates the best power increment and the duration of participation for each WT. The wind farm power output results in much safer and reliable grid frequency control as shown in Fig. 16.

The results also demonstrate that regardless of wind intermittency or power imbalance in the grid, by applying the proposed algorithm in wind farm frequency control and participation, the grid frequency control will be much better.

To achieve a real time intelligent control system, the ANN is used. A large scale input/output data package is supervised by LFA to train the Levenberg-Marquardt ANN. The input $\Delta P_f$ is a 20*1 vector of {0.05, 0.1, ..., 1} p.u. The wind speed $v_w$ is a 38*1 vector of different wind speeds {8, 8.1, 8.2, ..., 11.7} m/s. Total 760 samples were obtained from LFA in which 70% of them were used in random selection to train the ANN, 15% were used to validate and 15% of the samples were used to test the proposed control system. The performance of the proposed control system is shown in Fig. 17. The test set error and the validation set error have similar characteristics, the final mean square errors are small, showing acceptable performance of the control system. It is also feasible to update the weight parameters of the ANN using LFA itself. Considering (36) as the fitness function, LFA is converged as shown in Fig. 18. The weight updated ANN has been adequately trained (Fig. 19) with a desired performance in controlling the wind farm frequency control as some results are shown in Figs. 20. The wind farm participation using proposed intelligent-based control method results in better grid frequency control than the compared methods in literature. Fig. 21 shows the desirable performance of ANN for approximating the proper inertial control values of power increment and termination time of WTs.
Formulating the grid control participation of wind farms using the proposed optimization model and application of evolutionary computation methods on solving it, reveals the natural behavior of the dynamical nonlinear problem and gives more insights to this less understood problem. These characteristics are shown in Fig. 22. The figures in the left column show the effect of power disturbance on the frequency control objective function. When the disturbance increases to a severe case, the objective function’s shape stretches horizontally with wider search space and toward larger power increment. However, the concave shape of the function near its global optima remains stable against power disturbances which can support the algorithm to find the optimum solution set.

The effect of wind speed on the shape of the frequency control objective function is shown in the right column of Fig. 22. When the wind speed increases, the shape stretches vertically toward larger frequency dip. It shows that increase in the wind speed can cause more frequency drop. This is because the rotor speed increases along with the wind speed and the higher rotor speed is followed by larger power drop of the WT at the termination time of SIC for different termination times. More kinetic energy extraction in high wind speeds requires more power from the grid during recovery stage. However, the concave shape of the function near its global optima remains stable against intermittent wind speed. These effect indicate that only adequate power increment and termination times must be considered in SIC schemes in the wind farms.

The achieved results can be extended to the cases with sampled-data control system [44], and the issue of sensor failure in a WT [45,46] during inertial control as future works.

E. Experimental validations

The proposed control method is also verified by the experimental tests. The structure of the power system experimental platform at Nanjing University of Science and Technology is shown in Fig. 23. It consists of a 15 kW WT simulator, a 25 kW synchronous machine simulator and an active feedback load. The WT simulator is used to simulate the characteristics of rotor speed and wind power, and the power generated is incorporated into the microgrid through the frequency converter. The synchronous machine simulator is used to simulate an actual synchronous power generation system and determine the frequency of the entire microgrid. The active feedback load is the equipment that consumes electric energy of microgrid. The electric energy generated by the synchronous machine simulator and the WT simulator is fed back to the main grid by active feedback load.

The WT simulator consists of a 3-phase induction motor, a permanent magnet synchronous generator, real time digital control system based on Beckhoff programmable logic controller, a high-performance electromechanical tracking system and power electronic converters.

Wind speed during the experiment was 6m/s. Load suddenly increased from 6000W to 7000W. The results are shown in Fig. 24. The data obtained using the MPPT operation is shown by the blue line. The data when \( \Delta P = 200W \) and \( t_{off} = 4s \) is shown by the black line. The data when \( \Delta P = 300W \) and \( t_{off} = 4s \) is shown by orange line. The data when \( \Delta P = 300W \) and \( t_{off} = 6s \) is shown by green line. The case with no wind in the grid is shown in red.
A novel intelligent control system was proposed to address the two unstudied key questions of how much active power and for how long the WTs in a wind farm must participate in the process of the grid frequency control. The grid frequency control was modeled as a new optimization problem. Lightning Flash Algorithm (LFA) provided a large set of supervised data that included dynamic changes of power grid and wind farm parameters. The obtained data were applied on an artificial neural network that was trained using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm/LFA. The simulation results on the IEEE 9-bus system with a 100MW wind farm and comparison with other methods in literature demonstrated successful operation of the wind farm frequency participation and mitigated secondary frequency drop effects of stepwise inertial control (SIC) using the proposed intelligent-based approach. The experimental tests also proved the efficiency of the proposed control method for grid frequency control with adequate use of stored kinetic energy of the WT in practice. Dynamics of the complex problem of wind farm frequency control was shown and better understood, in which it was also shown that:

- Increase in the grid power disturbance has a concave form relationship with the wind farm’s power increment. Therefore, too less or too high power amplitude participation of wind turbines should be avoided.
- Although higher wind speeds include more kinetic energy, unadjusted WT inertial control leads to larger frequency dip if the duration time of participation is too long.
- Both power increment and duration time of WT inertial control participation are critical and should be finely tuned. Excessive extraction of stored kinetic energy of WTs worsens the grid frequency control. Based on the findings, the proposed modeling and application of intelligent-based approaches are recommended for fine tuning of SIC schemes in wind farms.

VI. CONCLUSION
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**APPENDIX**

### TABLE A.1. PARAMETERS OF THE DFIG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated Apparent Power</td>
<td>kVA</td>
<td>5556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated Mechanical Power</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>4869.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pole Pairs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated Voltage</td>
<td>kV</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Speed</td>
<td>rpm</td>
<td>1485.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator Resistance</td>
<td>p.u.</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator Reactance</td>
<td>p.u.</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetizing Reactance</td>
<td>p.u.</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Resistance</td>
<td>p.u.</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Reactance</td>
<td>p.u.</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of MPPT control (Kw)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE A.2. TERMINAL CONDITIONS OF IEEE 9-BUS SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>V [kV]</th>
<th>nominal power [MW]</th>
<th>P [MW]</th>
<th>Q [Mvar]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>247.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>212.5</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE A.3. LOAD CHARACTERISTICS OF IEEE 9-BUS SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>P [MW]</th>
<th>Q [Mvar]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE A.4. TRANSMISSION LINE CHARACTERISTICS OF IEEE 9-BUS SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>R [Ω/km]</th>
<th>X [Ω/km]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From Bus</td>
<td>To Bus</td>
<td>R [Ω/km]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.4965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE A.5. SFR PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Fs</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.2620</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.9945</td>
<td>0.0970</td>
<td>8.3674</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Population size, iteration number, C, c1, c2, N_{iter} for LFA is 200, 100, 0, 2, 1,3, respectively. Population size and iteration numbers of PSO are 200 and 100 and acceleration coefficients c1, c2, minimum inertia weight w_{min}, maximum inertia weight w_{max} are 2, 2, 0.4, 0.9, respectively. For ICA, number of countries, iterations number, number of empires, colonies consideration rate, are 200, 100, 0, 0.02, respectively [32]. While, ICA assimilation coefficient γ is between 0-2, depending on the wind and power disturbance. For SIC optimization model, ICA could not properly converge for values of γ out of this range and it was tuned manually for every case otherwise the algorithm output is null. PSO could not converge for 31% of the trials.

![Fig. 25. successful (blue) and unsuccessful (red) convergences of PSO.](image-url)